Social cognition in post-traumatic stress disorder: A systematic review.
Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is a common psychiatric condition. Patients with PTSD have marked symptoms that significantly impair their social and emotional abilities, and numerous studies have explored this issue. We hypothesized that impairment of social cognition takes part in functional disability of individuals with PTSD. We conducted a systematic review by querying PubMed database for the titles of articles published up to February 2018 with the terms [PTSD] [Post traumatic disorder] AND [Emotion recognition] OR [Facial expression of emotion] OR [Facial expression perception] OR [Empathy] OR [Affective empathy] OR [Mentalizing] OR [Social cognition] OR [Theory of Mind] OR [Mental state attribution] OR [Cognitive empathy] OR [Emotional empathy] OR [Social behaviour deficits]. Our results suggest that affective and cognitive aspect of theory of mind is comprehensively disturbed in patients with PTSD, showing a significant impairment in their ability to predict what others feel, think, or believe. They could also be massively altered in their perception of basic emotional expressions whether it is an expression of threat or happiness. Their affective empathy appears to be systematically disturbed and correlated to verbal and/or physical aggressive behaviour. Social cognition is disturbed in PTSD and should be regarded as an important symptom. Damages in social cognition seem to take part in the functional disability of people with PTSD. We highlight the interest of a systematic assessment of social cognition in the care of patients with PTSD and suggest which tests could be the most relevant for this evaluation. •PTSD is no longer regarded as a subtype of anxiety disorder, but as part of a new category in the DSM-5. In clinical practice, symptoms tied to alterations in arousal and reactivity - such as irritability and vigilance - and to the disturbance of cognition and mood, are particularly closely correlated with poorer quality of life. Impaired social cognition clearly impacts the functional disability of people with PTSD. There are potential benefits of individualized cognitive remediation based on empathy and the emotional component of ToM (cognitive remediation, cognitive-behavioural therapy, therapeutic education, etc.) in PTSD people.